
The Belgian company BuzziSpace was established in 
2007. The new brand’s designs became a worldwide 

hit almost immediately, as they responded to the 
global need to bring silence and style to the office. 

BuzziSpace designs can be used in changing 
environments worldwide: our offices, houses and 

other collaborative spaces are becoming 
increasingly compact and we are opting more 

frequently for open-plan spaces.
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BUZZIJUNGLE (DESIGN BY JONAS VAN PUT)

Vertical conversation tower

Inspired by nature, BuzziJungle offers a solution to the 
conventional meeting space. The launch of the 
BuzziJungle will introduce the design world to young 
Belgian talent Jonas Van Put. This is Van Put’s first project 
with a major international manufacturer. BuzziJungle is 
BuzziSpace’s reflection of their vision for the social office 
and further pushing the traditional boundaries of the 
workplace.
Various elements within the structure provide an 
opportunity for different interactions within the “jungle”. 
You can climb, lounge and meet in the elevated work-
lounge space made from lacquered steel. The 
BuzziJungle creates an urban footprint in large and small 
spaces.
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BUZZIFLOAT (DESIGN BY ALAIN GILLES)

A minimal chair to maximize space

BuzziFloat is an intentionally simple design that blends 
into its surroundings. This transparent chair is 
engineered to feel spacious and airy and has a strong 
graphic personality. BuzziFloat is offered in multiple 
finishes: non-upholstered or upholstered with an 
elegantly cushioned seat and backrest.
Meeting all functional needs the chair is available with 
three base options: wooden base, metal cross (with or 
without wheels). The bent plywood back support aligns 
perfectly with your tabletop. BuzziFloat fits together 
perfectly with BuzziPicNic tables in office settings, 
residential homes and hospitality areas.
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BUZZICHANDELIER (DESIGN BY SAS ADRIAENSSENS)

An eye-catching lighting solution

Make a statement with your lighting by opting for the 
BuzziChandelier. A contemporary take on the classic 
chandelier. The perfect way to add atmosphere to your 
room with artful shadows and softened sounds. 
BuzziChandelier is an ideal design statement and 
acoustical solution for offices, restaurants, hotels, 
institutions, residences and more.
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BUZZIHOOD (DESIGN BY ALAIN GILLES)

Wall mounted acoustic telephone booth

BuzziHood is an acoustic cocoon you can hang on the 
wall. When you’re ‘in the Hood’ you can answer the 
phone in noisy surroundings without having to ask the 
caller to repeat himself. It can be installed anywhere and 
will cheer up any space!
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THANK 
YOU!

Please contact our below sales team for any further assistance.
Mr. Ramandeep - +91 9911517602 / ramandeep@cherryhill.in

Ms. Shefali Rana - +91 7028465228 / shefali@cherryhill.in


